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Controlled vs uncontrolled
Developed and user-generated 
content



The “controlled” component
UI elements
▪ All websites have a 
“controlled” component, i.e. 
the component controlled by 
the developer of the site

▪ This component is usually 
relatively static

▪ Social networking websites 
are an exception: even the 
controlled component is 
dynamic

Facebook’s recent Activity in the News Feed

LinkedIn  Companies section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The controlled component is dynamic in the social networking environment. On Facebook, for example, what is shown in the News feed is expressed using standard sentences, or strings, but the combinations of these strings depends on the activities preformed by the user. On my wall, there might be 1,000 “Likes”, while on someone else’s wall there might be none, although “Like” stories (or, at least, part of them) can be considered a “controlled” component.



Implications of the dynamism of the 
controlled component
▪ The developer creates a series strings that will be combined 
together

▪ These strings are portion of full sentences

▪ They represent the “bricks” of what will be seen by the final 
users

▪ The selection of the strings to be used and the way they are 
combined depends on the actions  taken by the user

▪ All the above considerations must be taken into account when 
localizing these “bricks”, or strings



The “uncontrolled” component
User-generated content
▪ This component is 
extremely dynamic

▪ The developer has no (or 
very limited) control over it

▪ It is combined with the 
“controlled” component to 
generate the final output Link shared with comments and likes on Facebook

LinkedIn  Status Update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the social networking environment, people want to see what other people do, see, think, like, suggest, feel, read, eat, drink etc… Users create content every second, that can be of various types: text (status updates, comments, notes, IM), images (pictures), sound, video, etc. In the first example, you can see how an external link is shared on Facebook, a comments typed by the user is incorporated to it, and then additional comments and “likes” are added by other users. This could go on forever.



How the controlled and the uncontrolled 
component are combined

▪ “Happy birthday my friend” is user-generated

▪ “on”, “’s” and “Wall” are “controlled” elements

▪ The name of the user is a mix of the two components



…in other words…

▪ Dynamic content is represented by “tokens”

▪ Tokens can be replaced by either user-generated or 
“controlled” components



i18n approaches
to dynamic content



i18n of dynamic content: challenges 
▪ English relies on a handful of linguistic rules  

▪ Many other languages use much more complicated rules:

▪ Gender (male/female)

▪ Number (singular/plural/dual etc.)

▪ Declensions (e.g. Russian)

▪ When developing content for this kind of environment, it has 
to be taken into account that they will need to be 
internationalized, and that every language will have different 
needs



Dynamic string explosion
Automated vs Manual

▪ Possibility to select the linguistic rules that apply to a 
language by “exploding” the strings

▪ For some languages, “standard” rules are enough: gender 
and number explosion (Automated)

▪ Other languages require a more “intelligent” system (Manual)

▪ The rules must be easy enough to be understood by non-
professional linguists

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facebook uses a crowdsourcing approach, where users are our ‘industry experts’. At the same time, though, it must be considered that they are not necessarily professional linguist, nor they are familiar with the localization process. That’s way we needed a system that would be easy to use, and a set of rules that would be easy to understand.This is particularly challenging, as, for example, some users do not even fully understand the purpose of the Translations application (that will be explained later in this presentation) and they add it thinking that it is an application that will help them automatically translate user-generated content, for which a different approach should be used (possibly machine translation).



Linguistic Rules - Italian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated vs. manual



Linguistic Rules - Finnish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated vs. manual



Linguistic Rules - Russian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated vs. manual



The Translations application
How does it work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But how do we translate Facebook?



Translations Application
▪ Launched 2008

▪ Over 500.000 users contributed to the 
translation of the site

▪ French was  translated in 24 hours and 
released in less than 3 weeks

▪ Spanish and German were translated in 
one week

▪ February 2008: launch of Spanish and 
French

▪ March 2008: launch of German

▪ Over 76 languages launched, about 100 
languages are being translated total

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Translations application was launched in 2007. It allows users to translate the site into the languages that are open for translation. Since 2007, over 500.000 users contributed to the translation of the site. Users translated the site into French within 24 hours. Spanish and German were translated by the community within a week. We launched Spanish and French in February 2008 and German shortly thereafter. Today, over 70 are publicly available and about 90 languages are open for translation. 



Translation Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The translations process for a locale contains of 4 steps:-First, users translate the glossary.-Once the glossary has been set, users can translate the rest of Facebook.-Users can then vote on the submitted translations to verify them.-Lastly, before a new language is being launched, we ask professional linguists to review the user translations. This way, we ensure consistency of the translations and verify that they follow all applicable grammar and spelling rules.Once the linguistic review has been completed, the language is being launched to all users. Some languages have been launched without a linguistic review and are entirely supported by the translations community. These languages are available in BETA. 



Language Selection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a user has the Translations application installed, they choose a language and switch between different modes in the Globe menu in the bottom right corner of the screen. Only admins of the application can turn the Inline approval mode on. The number next to the globe indicates the completion rate for translations of the locale the user is viewing the site in. The percentage is based on the top 5,000 strings which users see most frequently.



Translation Modes – Inline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If users choose the Inline translation mode, they can translate Facebook while browsing. If a string has not been translated, it will be underlined in red. The user can then click on the string and enter a translation into the Translations dialog. This dialog also contains suggestions of translations that have been submitted for similar strings (if applicable) as well as glossary words that appear in the string. Strings that are underlined in green have already been translated. The Inline voting mode allows users to vote on a translated string while browsing the site. If a string has multiple translations the translation that received the most positive votes is considered the winning translation and will be displayed on the site.If a string has already been translated and is no longer underlined in the Inline voting or Inline translation modes, users can still report it if it is a bad translation by switching on the Inline reporting mode.Our admins can also browse the site in Approval mode. Admins are Language Manager and linguists. They can use the Approval mode to translate untranslated strings as well as to review and approve user translations. Approved translations can no longer be changed by the community. However, users can still report these translations to us through Inline reporting mode. 



Translation Modes – Bulk
Community Translator Admin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our community translators can also translate in bulk mode. To do so, they need to go to the Translations application and click on the “Translate” tab. They will then see all strings that are available for translation listed on one page.Admins of the Translations application can also use bulk mode to translate untranslated strings as well as to review and approve translations that were submitted by the community. Admins can see more data in the application than regular users, including the voting scores.



Voting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Users can also vote on translations in bulk mode just like in Inline mode. By voting existing translations up or down, users determine which translations are being shown on the live site.



Copyright 2010 - Facebook, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example for the translation and voting activity by users in the English (UK) locale. As you can see, more than 100 translations have been submitted for the word “Info” in UK English and 115 users voted for the winning translation. Even though you also see some abusive translations in this example, most users are not vicious, but try to help.



Why Community Translations?

 Our users are our 
‘industry experts.’

Quality Speed

 Depending on the size 
and level of engagement 
of the community, 
translations can be 
completed in days or 
weeks vs. months.

Speed

 Extends the reach of 
Facebook to all internet 
users, including speakers 
of commonly ignored 
languages.

 Gives ‘partners’ access to 
the same technology and 
process as Facebook.

Reach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am sure you are wondering why we ask the community to help us translate the Facebook UI? The reasons can be divided into 3 categories:QualitySpeedReachQuality:Facebook terminology is very specific. We constantly introduce new terms like “unlike”. Our users know the product and the meaning of terms in context. By translating the site, users make Facebook their product as they determine which terms to use.Speed:Professional services often need months to translate large volumes of text. We also do not need to distribute glossaries and strings to linguists. These materials are available in real time through the application and users can provide immediate feedback on the translations. Even the linguists we are working with use the application to translate the UI.Reach:The Translations application gives us access to users all over the world. It allows us to translate Facebook into more languages than we would otherwise not be able to support like English (Pirate), Klingon and Cherokee. Partners that are using our platform and technology can also use the Translations application for translation of their applications.



User Motivation Drivers

▪ Users like to see Facebook in their language

▪ Easier to use

▪ National pride

▪ Add other non-English speakers to their connection

▪ Users enjoy translating and using the application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But why do users translate Facebook for free? Our users feel strongly about seeing Facebook in their language. It makes it easier for them to use Facebook and their friends and family members that do not speak English can use the translated versions to connect with them easily. It also makes users proud to contribute to the translation of Facebook into their language. We also heard from a number of community translators that they enjoy translating the site and using the application. It almost becomes addictive to some users, just like a computer game, especially since the application is easy to use.



Leaderboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another element of the Translations application that helps driving user translations is the leaderboard. Users can see how well they are doing in the application compared to other users in their locale. The leaderboard can be sorted by weekly, monthly, and all time leaders.



Translation awards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Translation awards which users receive for voting participation, published translations, and published words recognize the user contributions to the Translations application. Once a user reaches a certain threshold in one of these three categories, a new award reveals itself.



(c) 2007 Facebook, Inc. or its licensors. "Facebook" is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.. All rights reserved. 1.0
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